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Abstract 

This project is a dive into the methods and technologies behind the state-of-the-art motion              
picture cameras, followed by an analysis of the attributes that contribute to the desired              
photographic “look”. The first part of the project consists of a thorough theoretical             
research, which demonstrates the significant influence of the image processing pipeline on            
the attributes that mold the photographic look, as well as the importance of attribute              
manipulation when comparing camera systems. The practical part of the project further            
explores the idea of camera analysis by equalization of manipulable attributes. Specifically            
tone and colour manipulation, with the use of three 1D look-up tables and tetrahedral              
colour mapping correspondingly, of footage shot on an Arri Alexa Mini and a Red Weapon               
Helium. By successfully achieving this equalization we can reach two main conclusions.            
Firstly, we confirm that a camera's "colour science" is clearly a manipulable attribute. And              
secondly, we can use the equalization of manipulable attributes to analyze other attributes,             
such as noise, with less bias.  
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Resum 

Aquest projecte és una immersió en els mètodes i les tecnologies capdavanteres            
d'adquisició d'imatge en càmeres de cinema, seguit d'una anàlisi dels factors que            
influeixen en el “look” fotogràfic desitjat per l'autor. Un estudi teòric exhaustiu ha             
demostrat la importància del processament del senyal en comparar sistemes de càmeres i             
la seva influència en els atributs que modelen el “look” final de la imatge. La part pràctica                 
explora la idea de l'anàlisi de la càmera mitjançant l'equalització d'atributs manipulables,            
específicament la manipulació de tons i colors amb l'ús de tres “look-up tables”             
unidimensionals i “mapping” de colors a través de geometria tetraèdrica, sobre un dataset             
d'imatges preses amb una Arri Alexa Mini i una Red Weapon Helium. En aconseguir amb               
èxit aquesta equalització podem arribar a dues conclusions principals: En primer lloc,            
confirmem que la "ciència del color" d'una càmera és clarament un atribut manipulable, i              
en segon lloc, podem usar l'equalització d'atributs manipulables per a analitzar altres            
atributs, com el soroll, des d'un punt de vista més objectiu. 
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Resumen 

Este proyecto es una inmersión en los métodos y las tecnologías punteras de adquisición              
de imagen en cámaras de cine, seguido de un análisis de los factores que influyen en el                 
“look” fotográfico deseado por el autor. Un estudio teórico exhaustivo ha demostrado la             
importancia del procesamiento de la señal al comparar sistemas de cámaras y su             
influencia en los atributos que moldean el “look” final de la imagen. La parte práctica               
explora la idea del análisis de la cámara mediante la ecualización de atributos             
manipulables, específicamente la manipulación de tonos y colores con el uso de tres             
“look-up tables” unidimensionales y “mapping” de colores a través de geometría           
tetraédrica, sobre un dataset de imágenes tomadas con una Arri Alexa Mini y una Red               
Weapon Helium. Al lograr con éxito esta ecualización podemos llegar a dos conclusiones             
principales: En primer lugar, confirmamos que la "ciencia del color" de una cámara es              
claramente un atributo manipulable, y en segundo lugar, podemos usar la ecualización de             
atributos manipulables para analizar otros atributos, como el ruido, desde un punto de             
vista más objetivo. 
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1. Introduction 
Filmmaking has gone hand in hand with technology since its beginning, in this project we               
will be focusing on the filmmaker’s most essential tool: the motion picture camera. For              
many decades and until recently, motion picture film developed by scientists and chemists             
was the dominant acquisition medium. The photographic look was partly determined by            
the embedded attributes of the combination of different film stocks (camera, intermediate            
and print films), together with the work of the filmmaker (specifically the cinematographer),             
the lab technicians and the colour timers. The decades of work and collaboration on these               
film stocks and developing techniques have left a strong influence on the photographic             
look of cinematic images. 

With the rise of high end digital cinema cameras this collaboration system has been              
dismantled and replaced by a different, but comparable, workflow. Engineers and           
computer scientists design camera systems able to capture digitally encoded images,           
while filmmakers mainly collaborate with colorists to prepare and sculpt their images for             
display. One problem is that many filmmakers have kept the idea that each camera has an                
embedded photographic look, as it was the case with motion picture film. While it is true                
that each camera system has its own attributes and limitations, it is misleading to              
associate a specific camera system with a photographic look. This idea comes as the              
result of disregarding the processing operations applied to the signal before being            
displayed, whether they are in-camera or down the processing pipeline. Practically all high             
end digital cinema cameras are accurate measuring computers able to acquire a vast             
amount of information, it is how we process this information that will mainly define the final                
look of the image.  

The objective of this project is to understand the process behind image acquisition in              
modern high end cinema cameras in order to identify the attributes that influence the              
photographic look.  

One of the most controversial topics when it comes to the look produced by a camera is                 
tone and colour reproduction. It is often referred to as the “colour science” or “look” of a                 
certain camera system or brand, such as the well known “Arri Alexa Look”. The specific               
aim of this project is to demonstrate that tone and colour reproduction of two different               
camera systems are manipulable attributes, and that they can be altered down the             
processing pipeline to the point that they are perceptually equalized. As these two             
attributes contribute heavily to the photographic look, once they are equalized, we can             
analyze other attributes of the image from a more unbiased point of view. 
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1.1. Objectives 

The main goals of this project are: 

● Have a general understanding of photometry and the human visual system 

● Study the basics of colorimetry  

● Have a general understanding of display technology and standards 

● Study the functioning of motion picture camera film 

● Study the main components and processing stages of high end digital cinema            
camera systems 

● Analyze the different attributes and limitations that contribute to the final           
photographic look and identify which ones are manipulable 

● Equalize tone and colour reproduction of two different camera systems 

● Analyze one isolated attribute after tone and colour equalization 

1.2. Requirements and specifications 

The requirements and specifications of this project are: 

● Understand how the human visual system perceives light 

● Understand the use of colorimetry in display preparation 

● Obtain a thorough understanding of both film and digital motion picture acquisition 

● Define a list of attributes stating whether they are manipulable or not 

● Define an implementation to equalize tone and colour rendition of two camera            
systems: the Arri Alexa Mini and the Red Weapon Helium 

1.3. Methods and procedures 

The practical part of this project, which consists in the development of a system capable of                
tone and colour mapping, will be implemented in Foundry’s Nuke with the use of              
Blinkscript. This part of the project is motivated and influenced by Steve Yedlin’s work on               
color science and display preparation, which I came across during the theoretical            
research.  

1.4. Work plan, deviation & incidences 

As the first part of the project was a theoretical introduction and exploration to the subject,                
both the objectives and the work plan were constantly changing throughout the            
development of the project. This can be observed in the Project Proposal and the Critical               
Review documents. Moreover, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the intended practical           
camera tests were cancelled and a new approach had to be taken. Thankfully, this new               
concept was image processing, which could be done from home with a series of              
prerecorded datasets. On the next page, in figure 1.4.1, you will find a Gantt Diagram of                
the final work plan and the interior tasks that were carried out. 
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Figure 1.4.1 Gantt diagram. 
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2. Background Elements 

2.1. The human visual system (HVS) 

Before examining the HVS, it is important to have a basic understanding of photometry, a               
synopsis on this subject can be found in Appendix 8.1 at the end of this document. Once                 
we have a basic understanding of light and its properties, we must study how we perceive                
it. A camera body (without the lens system) can be essentially decomposed into an              
electromagnetic radiation measuring instrument and an image processor (or developer).          
An analogous decomposition can be made in the HVS: the eyes and the brain. It is this                 
image processor (or brain) which ultimately forms the image that we can relate to the               
scene. So, in order to understand image processing, it is paramount to first study the               
ability of the HVS to interpret information from visible light.  

Human Vision 
To put it simply, vision starts with light from a scene entering through your eye, which is                 
refracted as it passes through the cornea. The amount of light that will pass on to the lens                  
and through the pupil is regulated by the iris. This light is further refracted by the lens to                  
project an image onto your retina. The human retina contains two types of photoreceptor              
cells: rods and cones. A large number of these are distributed across the retina and each                
of them serve a different purpose. When these cells are excited by light, they produce               
electrical impulses which are channelled out through the optic nerve to reach our brain. At               
the brain they are interpreted as an impression of the shape and color of the observed                
object. 

Photoreceptor cells 
● Rods are mainly located in the periphery of the retina and are extremely sensitive              

to light, with its peak sensitivity at about 500 nm. They are useless for color               
interpretation but helpful to see at low levels of light. Rods can be stimulated by               
light ranging from luminance levels of approximately to 10 . This range       0 1 −6  d/m c 2    
includes Scotopic Vision when cones are inactive and Mesopic Vision when both            
rods and cones are active. In bright scenes rods are flooded and cease to              
contribute to our vision. 

● Cones are located in the center of the retina and are used to interpret color in                
higher levels of light. The dynamic range over which cones can operate ranges             
from 0.01 to . This includes Mesopic vision (0.01 to 3 ) and   0  cd/m 1 8 2         d/m c 2   
Photopic Vision (greater than 3 ). There are three types of cones: L, M and     d/m c 2           
S; and each has a relatively narrow band spectral sensibility depending on the             
wavelengths they absorb. L, M and S cones have the greatest sensitivity in the              
long, medium and short wavelengths of the visible spectrum respectively, with           
respective peaks at wavelengths of 564-580 nm, 534-545 nm, 420-440 nm.           
Brightness is perceived based on the total level of the signal coming from all the               
cones, but color is interpreted based on the relative levels coming from the three              
types of cones, so it is essentially just an interpretation of a combination of these               
three levels (L, M and S) constructed by our brain and not a physical property. 
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Figure 2.1.1 shows the relative spectral sensitivities of both rods and cones. The Rod              
sensitivity is represented by the black curve. L,M and S cone sensitivities are represented              
by the red, green and blue curves respectively. 

 
Figure 2.1.1 Relative spectral sensitivities of the HVS. [3] 

 
Adaptation 
The range of light radiation we can encounter in the world is remarkably extensive. For               
example, direct noon sunlight is about 10 million times brighter than star light, yet we are                
able to see in each situation. This is thanks to the ability of the HVS to adapt the sensibility                   
under various lighting conditions. 

In order to understand how this adaptation works, we must first know the dynamic range of                
our visual system, which is the ratio between the most luminous stimulus that causes              
complete bleaching at the photoreceptors (without causing any damage) and the smallest            
detectable light stimulus in a scene. This range is reported to be from to             0 1 −6   0  cd/m 1 8 2  
according to Hood and Finkelstein (1986) and Ferwerda, Pattanaik, Shirley and Greenberg            
(1996) [6]. However, the HVS is not able to perceive this full range simultaneously, but               
only a fraction of this range called simultaneous or steady-state dynamic range (SSDR).             
This range has the ability to adapt its sensitivity depending on illumination level variations.              
Figure 2.1.2 shows the HVS’s luminance level ranges with their corresponding active            
photoreceptors, vision type: Scotopic, Mesopic and Photopic, and adaptation process. 

 
Figure 2.1.2 HVS adaptation. 
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According to the experiments carried out by Kunkel and Renhard (2009) [7] the HVS is               
capable of distinguishing contrasts over a range of 3.7 log units, which corresponds to a               
SSDR of 12.29 Stops, under specific viewing conditions. 

Note: In the motion picture world, a relative luminance and dynamic range a specific              
measuring unit is used: Photographic Stop (commonly referred to as stop), which is the              
log2 of the luminance relative to a reference luminance level.  

Adaptation can be divided into different types [8]: 

● Light Adaptation takes place when the visual sensitivity decreases due to the            
increase of luminance level in the scene. This occurs when the rod cells get              
saturated and the cone cells adapt to the brightness reaching its ideal sensitivity             
within 5 to 10 minutes, which is much faster than dark adaptation. 

● Dark Adaptation takes place when the visual sensitivity increases (in order to            
maintain lightness constancy) due to the decrease of luminance level. Dark           
adaptation is slower than light adaptation and ideal sensitivity is reached in about             
30 minutes. 

● Chromatic adaptation adjusts the independent sensitivities of each of the L, M and             
S cone cells, making objects retain their neutral appearance under different lighting            
situations. It is analogous to color balance in the motion picture world. Chromatic             
adaptation happens in the course of a few milliseconds and is completed within 2              
minutes. 

 
Figure 2.1.3 Chromatic adaptation. L, M and S sensitivities adjust in order to maintain neutral 

appearance. 
 
Non-linearity of the HVS 

The human visual system’s response to the signal intensity, which determines the            
brightness sensation or in photometric terms relative luminance, is not linear. The reason             
behind this is that brightness perception is not determined by the nominal change in the               
physical stimulus, but by its change relative to its initial level, this is determined by the                
luminance difference threshold.  
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Many experiments carried out over the years (Bouguer 1760, Weber 1834, Steinheil 1837,             
Fechner 1858) suggest that the HVS is unable to detect a difference smaller than about               
1% of the reference level, we can refer to this as the Weber law. So ultimately we                 
perceive luminance in a non-linear way, instead it can be modelled as a power or a                
logarithmic function.  

This is the reason why we perceive a 18,4% reflectance gray as 50% brightness, and so                
the coding of information in cameras is done using power and/or logarithmic functions in              
order to perceptually distribute tonal values. 

Perceived brightness is also affected by the level of surrounding light, this is called              
simultaneous contrast and is specially important at image display. It is very different to              
display an image at the cinema in complete darkness than on a TV in a lit living room. This                   
is where the various standards with their own gamma curves and white values we will               
come into play. Simultaneous contrast also affects saturation of colors, as we perceive             
brighter colours as more saturated. 

2.2. Colorimetry 

In chapter 2.1 we mentioned that color was nothing more than a visual representation of               
the combination of the L, M and S cone stimuli. In this chapter we will study the main                  
colour reproduction systems. Colour can not be specified by a single quantity, instead it              
can be decomposed into three: Brightness, hue and saturation. Brightness is associated            
with the achromatic luminance. Hue is the attribute associated with the dominant            
wavelength, and so it refers to the dominant colour perceived. Saturation is the relative              
purity or the amount of white light mixed with a hue. The LMS stimuli system leads to the                  
tristimulus theory of colour vision, which affirms that the colour of light entering the HVS               
may be expressed as a linearly weighted sum of three independent primary colours. 

These are some relevant definitions which are necessary to further understand the            
reproduction of colour: 

● Colour Space: System where colors can be identified numerically by coordinates. 

● Colour Gamut: A complete subset of colours, usually associated to a display            
device. 

● Tristimulus values: Values in any system able to represent all its colours with the              
use of three primary colours. 

● Metamerism: The CIE defines metamersim as the property of metameric colour           
stimuli: “spectrally different colour stimuli that have the same tristimulus values in a             
specified colorimetric system” (CIE e-ILV 17-768). Essentially, a colour with it’s           
own spectral power distributions can be perceived as the combination of two            
different colours (with non matching SPD’s). 

● Hue - “Attribute of a visual perception according to which an area appears to be               
similar to one of the colours: red, yellow, green, and blue, or to a combination of                
adjacent pairs of these colours considered in a closed ring” (CIE e-ILV 17-542). 

● Chroma - “Colourfulness of an area judged as a proportion of the brightness of a               
similarly illuminated area that appears white or highly transmitting” (CIE e-ILV           
17-139).  
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Additive Colour Mixing System 

Additive mixing is a property of a color model that reproduces the appearance of colours               
by adding coloured light. By convention the most associated colour model for additive             
colour mixing is the RGB colour model, which takes Red, Blue and Green as its primary                
colors. If none of these colours are present, the result is black. If all three primaries are                 
present at their maximum intensities the colour produced is white, as represented in figure              
2.2.1. All the colors we see can be represented by a mixture of these primary colours.  

Secondary colours are defined as a combination of two of the primaries at their maximum               
intensities. When overlapped, green and blue produce cyan, blue and red result in             
magenta and red and green create yellow.  

Note: As we may observe, magenta does not appear in the visual spectrum, it is an                
extra-spectral color. This is due to the brain’s interpretation of the combination of L and S                
cone stimuli in the absence (or very little) of M cone stimulus. 

This mixing property is mainly associated with systems that emit light such as lighting              
fixtures, television and computer monitors which both use screen pixels. But also digital             
image acquisition with the use of the bayer filter. 

 
Figure 2.2.1 (left) The additive colour mixing system & its primary and secondary colors. 

Figure 2.2.2 (right) The subtractive colour mixing system & its primary and secondary colors. 
 
Subtractive Colour Mixing System 

The subtractive mixing system reproduces the appearance of colours by subtracting           
certain wavelengths of light from white light. The three primary colours used for video are               
by convention Cyan, Magenta and Yellow (which are the secondary colours in the RGB              
additive mixing system), corresponding to the CMY colour model. If none of these colours              
is present, we obtain white. If all three colours are present at their maximum amounts the                
result is black, as represented in figure 2.2.2. All the colours we see can be represented                
by a mixture of these three primary colours.  

The secondary colors of this colour mixing system correspond to the primary colours of the               
RGB additive mixing system. When combined, cyan and magenta produce blue, magenta            
and yellow result in red and yellow and cyan create green.  

In this system, part of the light is absorbed, and the other part (which we see) is                 
transmitted or reflected. Cyan absorbs red and transmits or reflects blue and green,             
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magenta absorbs green and transmits or reflects blue and red, and yellow absorbs blue              
and transmits or reflects red and green. 

This mixing property is mainly associated with systems that depend on chemicals for their              
colour. A very relevant example is motion picture film, which contains dyes on a clear film                
base, that is projected through white light.  

 
Complementary Colours 

Complementary colours are pairs of colours who’s       
combination is hue-less (grayscale). In the RGB additive        
and the CMY subtractive colour mixing systems the        
complementary pairs are red-cyan, green-magenta, and      
blue-yellow. On a colour wheel, as seen in figure 2.2.3,          
complimentary colours are placed opposite one another. 

Figure 2.2.3 Colour wheel. 

Colour Temperature 

Colour temperature is related to the warmness (or coolness) of a scene. Just like the               
ability of the human visual system to adapt chromatically in order to make a scene look                
neutral, at image acquisition the color temperature has to be balanced to the light source.               
It is expressed in degrees Kelvin and directly associates to the black-body radiation             
temperature values.  

1924 Luminous Efficiency Function V(λ) 

Two lights with the same electromagnetic radiance can appear different in brightness            
depending on their most significant wavelength. This is represented in the CIE 1924 V(λ)              
function, represented in figure 2.2.4, which describes the human visual system’s sensitivity            
to light at different wavelengths. 

 

Figure 2.2.4 Luminous Efficiency Functions for photopic and scotopic vision. 
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RGB Colour Matching Functions (CMF) 
In the 1920's, W.D Wright and J. Guild, each carried out a series of experiments that lead                 
to the basis of the CIE 1931 standard observer model, which is still very relevant in                
colorimetry technology nowadays. These experiments consisted in the matching of 31           
pure spectral test colours at particular wavelengths with the combination of intensities of             
three appropriate monochromatic primary sources of known spectral distribution (red at           
700nm, green at 546.1nm and blue at 435.8nm). As a result, we have the CIE r-bar(λ),                
g-bar(λ), b-bar(λ) colour matching functions, which represent the value of red, green and             
blue luminosity, or so called R, G, and B tristimulus values on the y-axis in order to                 
reproduce each pure spectral colour λ (x-axis). These three specific RGB values form the              
CIE RGB color space. 

 

 
Figure 2.2.5 CIE 1931 RGB colour matching functions. 500nm is an example of a bright green that 

is not achievable with the test primaries, needing the use of the negative light trick. 
 

We can observe that the RGB CMF curves have negative          
luminosity values, which is physically impossible, and is actually         
due to the fact that there are no 3 primaries that can create very              
spectral colour. So to achieve these colours, the primary         
sources were added to the pure spectral test colours. By using           
this negative light trick, researches were able to quantify a          
colour match.  
 
Next, we are going to take a look at the CIE XYZ color space which has stayed more                  
relevant during the years due to several reasons we will discuss. Note that the steps               
following the CMF curves to obtain the chromaticity coordinates and diagram can be also              
done for the RGB colorspace, and transformations between colour spaces is also possible             
by a linear transformation. 
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CIE XYZ Color Space 

There were two main problems with the RGB colour matching functions. Firstly, these             
negative values are troublesome for implementation. On the second hand, it is interesting             
to have a system where we can separate chromaticity and luminosity. The 1931 XYZ              
Color Matching Functions are a linear transformation of the RGB CMF curves to             
compensate for these problems. The main idea was to align one of the colour matching               
functions to the 1924 Luminous Efficiency Function, V(λ). This results in the following three              
positive colour matching functions: 

 
Figure 2.2.6 CIE 1931 XYZ colour matching functions. With y-bar(λ), referred to as the lightness 

component, being practically identical to V(λ). [14] 

Note: There is a slight problem with the XYZ color space: the primaries do not correspond                
to real colors. 

Once these three curves are obtained, we can evaluate each function throughout the             
visible spectrum, and obtain the XYZ tristimulus values: 

 

As we are mainly interested in colour, and in order to achieve a two dimensional               
visualization can we remove the luminance dimension from the data, thereby obtaining the             
so-called CIE [x, y] chromaticity coordinates:  

x = X
(X+Y +Z) y = Y

(X+Y +Z)  

There is no need to calculate z, as we also know that: x+y+z=1, which means we can                 
always determine the third value from the first two. By doing this projective transform we               
have converted a three dimensional space into two dimensions. 

If we calculate the XYZ tristimulus values for each pure spectral color, then compute the               
chromaticity coordinates (x, y) and plot every value of x, y, and Y in three dimensions we                 
obtain a curve that represents the chromaticity of each pure spectral colour, called the              
spectrum locus, plotted in figure 2.2.7. We can also plot this curve for x, y and z but we                   
rarely see this figure in three dimensions as it can be plotted in two dimensions without                
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losing any information as a result of the removal of the luminance component. This curve,               
normally represented in 2D, forms the boundary of the CIE 1931 xyY chromaticity             
diagram, seen in Figure 2.2.8, with chromaticity coordinates (x,y).  

 
Figure 2.2.7 (left) Spectrum locus points in 3D space (xyY and xyz) projected in 2D.  

Figure 2.2.8 (right) The CIE 1931 xyY chromaticity diagram. 
 

The chromaticity diagram represents all the visible chromaticities to the average human            
visual system, and it can be divided into two parts: the boundary and the inside. The                
boundary is defined by the spectrum locus and the line of purples. The interior is a                
combination of colours that result in a white point in the centre, which can be defined by a                  
various number of illuminants located across the blackbody locus, such as D65. We will              
encounter this diagram very often, as it is used to define different color gamuts and their                
primaries.  

As we mentioned before, one of the downsides of the CIE XYZ colour space is that its                 
primaries are imaginary colours, but when it comes to physically creating colors, media             
can be first transformed into the display’s native colors space for correct reproduction.             
Even nowadays it is one of the most common colour spaces used to communicate              
between colour engines and devices, and it is still widely used today as an intermediate               
colour space in image processing pipelines. Another aspect of the CIE XYZ colour space              
that can be seen as an inconvenience is the fact that it is not perceptually uniform, as it is                   
closely associated with linear scene referred light and color values. We can see this              
clearly in the chromaticity diagram, where the increment in (x,y) as green has a much               
greater surface area than blue or red. Here is where perceptually uniform colour systems              
such as CIE L*a*b* or CIE L*u*v* come into play. 
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Lightness L* 

We have previously discussed the non-linearity of the human visual system, and how it              
affects our perception of brightness in respect to relative luminance. So it would be              
convenient to apply this nonlinearity to our colour system for it to be perceptually uniform.               
This is done by a function that can be approximated by: 

 

Once computed, L* is normally defined in the range of [0,100]. Both CIE L*u*v* and L*a*b*                
actually use simple non linear piecewise-defined functions, which we won’t dive into as it              
has very similar results to the one that is written above (Charles Poynton’s approximation)              
[9] [10]. 

 
Figure 2.2.9 Lightness plotted against tristimulus values using different functions. 

 
CIELUV  

This colour space was achieved by applying a projective transform warping to the CIE              
(x,y) chromaticity diagram in order to have more uniform color areas, where an increment              
of (x,y) at any point would be proportional to an increment in color shift. The new                
chromaticity diagram would be defined by u’ and v’: 
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Then u*v* are calculated from u’ v’ in order to form           
the L*u*v* colour space, which is usually       
represented in three dimensional space. The      
lightness L* component is placed vertically and is        
defined in the range of [0,100], u* and v* are placed           
perpendicular to L* and to each other and are both          
defined in the range of [-100,100]. CIELUV is very         
useful to see a more perceptually uniform       
chromaticity diagram, but the colour system has       
fallen into disuse due to the outperformance by its         
“brother” colour space: CIELAB. 

Figure 2.2.10 CIELUV’s perceptually 
uniform Chromaticity Diagram (u’,v’). [16] 

CIELAB 

CIELAB was not based on any transformation from CIE XYZ chromaticity diagram’s            
graphical representation, but was instead designed to be a perceptually uniform system,            
obtained from the XYZ tristimulus values: The following equations are an approximation by             
Charles Poynton [9][10], which are more convenient for us as they are easier to interpret               
and can be used with the L* approximation mentioned earlier. 

 
 
A part from Lightness (L*), CIELAB is defined by the two other values calculated above: a*                
which goes from green (usually -100) to red (usually +100), and b* which goes from blue                
(usually -100) to yellow (usually +100). CIELAB colours are relative to the white point of               
the CIE XYZ from which they were converted, which is D50 as default if not specified. 
 

 
Figure 2.2.11 (left) CIELAB two dimensional colour chart defined by a* and b* at a fixed L* plane.  
Figure 2.2.12 (right) The human visible gamut under D65 illumination within the CIELAB colour 

space. [17] 
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We can observe the convenience of this colorspace once we see the distribution of the               
colors in three dimensional space, where we can redefine the rectangular coordinates of             
a* and b* into angular coordinates that correspond to the hue (hab) and chroma (Cab) of a                 
colour. Moreover, the colours are essentially placed in the same way that they appear on a                
colour wheel.  

 

As it was designed to be perceptually uniform it satisfies the condition that if the Euclidean                
distance ΔEab between two points is inferior to 1, perceptually, there is no shift in colour. 
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3. State of the art technology used or applied in this thesis 

3.1. Digital motion picture acquisition 

Before diving into the digital world, we must understand the characteristics and working             
principles of motion picture film, found in Appendix 8.2, as well as its strong influence on                
today’s digital acquisition of cinematic images. 

Digital image acquisition is a very extensive subject, there are many different systems that              
vary depending on the application and are constantly developing within the same field.             
The fact that nowadays we are living in a world filled with audiovisual content, implicates a                
huge demand in cameras, mainly compact digital cameras or image capturing devices that             
nearly everyone carries inside their phone. Nevertheless, in this project we will focus             
exclusively on state of the art digital cinema camera systems.  

To put it simply, a camera is a light measuring instrument which can be regarded as an                 
entity formed by two components (excluding lens systems): The sensor and the image             
processor. The sensor is the photosensitive component responsible for measuring the           
amount of light -photons- projected onto it and converting them into current -electrons-.             
Broadly speaking, the image processor interprets the sensor’s readings as an image by             
applying a series of operations motivated by the behaviour of the HVS, which is often               
referred to as image processing. It is in this stage where the actual image is formed. 

Sensors  
Just like photographic film is based on photosensitive silver-halide crystals, most digital            
sensors are based on the photoelectric effect of a silicon P-N Photodiode in reverse bias               
as its photosensitive component. The main idea behind this effect is to convert photons              
into electrons, which we can then measure as voltage. A sensor contains millions of              
photosites, which is what we sometimes refer to as pixels. These photosites have many              
elements that can vary depending on each sensor, but its most important one is the               
photodiode, which is the photosensitive component. 

Although there are two common types of sensors (CCD and CMOS), which we will              
analyze later, there are some aspects that are independent of the type that affect the               
performance of a sensor, such as quantum efficiency (QE), photosite size or saturation             
capacity. QE is the ratio (in %) between the number of electrons generated and incident               
photons. When light strikes a photodiode various electrons are generated depending on            
the intensity of the light, the exposure time and the quantum efficiency of the sensor, these                
electrons must be collected within the photosite, in a place we refer to as the well, before                 
being digitized. The number of electrons that can be stored within the well is called               
saturation capacity or well depth. Intuitively, the size of a photosite has a non-linear effect               
on the light collection ability of the sensor because it needs to be squared to determine the                 
light sensitive area. The larger the photosite the higher saturation capacity of the sensor,              
which results in an increased dynamic range. Once exposure is done, the voltage of the               
well is measured to obtain a signal. This signal is then transported, amplified and digitized,               
how this transportation and where this amplification physically takes place is one of the              
most significant aspects that differentiate CCD and CMOS APS sensors. It is also in this               
last stage where most of the noise is introduced into the signal.  
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CCD (Charged Coupled Device) 

The rigorous analysis of the anatomy and functioning of the various types of CCD sensors               
is out of the scope of this project, but it is important to have a general understanding on                  
how these devices work. The photoelectric effect is achieved with one large piece of              
silicon photoelectric diode, where the photosites are defined by insulating channel stops            
and perpendicular strips of aluminium. Once the photosites have accumulated its charge            
and exposure is completed, this charge is transferred horizontally throughout the strips of             
aluminium by the horizontal shift register into the vertical serial shift register, where each              
charge (one by one) is then amplified and sent to the A/D converter.  

The big advantage of this sensor is that it produces very low noise due to the single                 
amplifier used for the entire signal. Also, as most of them use a global shutter, the rolling                 
shutter effect is negligible. On the other hand, the shift register is electrically inefficient and               
requires a lot of power. 

 
CMOS APS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor Active Pixel Sensor) 

CMOS APS sensors have become more and more popular over the last years thanks to its                
practicalities. As its name suggests, active pixel sensor, each photosite has a built in              
capacitor and amplifiers in order to      
partly process the signal at     
pixel-level. This amplified voltage    
signal is then sent onto a bus and        
processed in parallel to be stored.      
As there is no need to shift charges        
throughout the sensor, it requires     
significantly less power. Moreover,    
parallel processing allows faster    
image capture. 

Figure 3.1.1 Simplified CCD and CMOS operation. 

 

There are some downsides to this type of sensor,         
such as higher noise due to microvariations of the         
various amplifiers, or rolling shutter due to line by         
line sensor readout. Nevertheless, most modern      
high-end cinema cameras use CMOS APS      
technology as these flaws can be minimized to an         
extent where they are negligible compared to the        
CCD sensor. 

 
Figure 3.1.2 Anatomy of a CMOS APS 

photosite. 
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Colour Acquisition 
Most modern sensors found in digital cinema cameras use the same method to be able to                
capture a colour image, which involves a colour filter array (CFA). This method is based               
on the tristimulus theory of colour vision. There are various different CFAs which use              
different patterns and colours, but the most common is the Bayer CFA, seen in figure               
3.1.3. In the Bayer CFA, 50% of the incident light is filtered by a green filter, 25% by a red                    
filter and 25% by blue filter. The green image is measured at a higher sampling rate                
because the peak sensitivity of the human visual system lies in the medium wavelengths              
(the green portion of the spectrum). 

 
Figure 3.1.3 Bayer CFA pattern on top of a pixel grid. 

The CFA allows only one colour to be measured at each photosite. This means that the                
camera must estimate the two missing colour values at each pixel. This estimation             
process is known as demosaicing. There are a large number of demosaicing algorithms,             
each manufacturer provides their own which can be applied to the image in camera or in                
post (RAW). 

Ideally, in order to have faithful color representation, the red, green and blue filter patches,               
together with the spectral sensitivity of the sensor, should meet a certain condition referred              
to as the Luther-Iver condition. This condition is met if there exists a three by three matrix                 
which, multiplied by the combined spectral response of each of the camera channels,             
produces the combined spectral response of the cone cells (L,M and S). Designing such              
filters is not ideal, as the proximity of the green and blue channel would introduce a lot of                  
noise, so precise color accuracy is sacrificed for a better signal to noise ratio. 

There are two other downsides to this approach on colour acquisition. Firstly, there is a               
significant amount of light lost due to filtering, which directly affects the sensitivity of the               
camera. Secondly, the process of demosaicing can introduce undesired artifacts such as            
aliasing. Aliasing is normally dealt with by using an optical low-pass filter to eliminate high               
frequencies, but may reduce sharpness. 

There are numerous other methods of colour acquisition that do not require demosaicing,             
such as 3CCD, Foveon X3, and RGB stripe filters. Still, the CFA is the most popular                
implementation for colour acquisition thanks to its lower fabrication and implementation           
costs together with the existence of extremely reliable demosaicing algorithms 

Note: other filters such as UV and IR are often also incorporated into the sensor in order to                  
eliminate non visible electromagnetic radiation, which most sensors are sensitive to. 
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Digital image processing 
While the sensor is the measuring device that captures the raw data related to the scene,                
it is the image processor where this data is turned into an image. Even though every                
camera functions in its own way, most high end cinema cameras follow similar steps when               
coding images. We will look at this process and the most important components involved              
in it.  

A/D Converter: 
Once the sensor has measured the voltage corresponding to the tristimulus value of each              
channel, it must be digitized by an A/D converter, this component usually quantizes the              
voltage into a 14 or 16 bit digital signal. 

Demosaicing: 
In the case of bayer filter array sensors, at the back end of the A/D converter we obtain a                   
digital scene-referred (linear scale) code of one of the tristimulus values at each pixel. The               
entire image must be demosaiced in order to estimate the two missing channel code              
values at each pixel. There are many different demosaicing algorithms that can be used              
and they mostly achieve excellent results. After demosaicing we obtain a 14 or 16              
bit/channel scene-referred RGB image and defined by the spectral sensitivities of the            
sensor.  

Opto-Electronic Conversion Function (OECF): 
The use of the 14 or 16 bits of quantization is very inefficient as it uses far too many codes                    
in between each perceptible step, OECFs are used to transform the signal from a linear to                
a perceptual scale. Historically this was dealt with by a method known as gamma              
correction, which approximately used a power function of about 0.42 to perceptually            
optimize codification and compensate for the input-output characteristics of the CRT           
display. But nowadays, specially in cinema cameras, this method has been replaced with             
what is known as logarithmic coding, some refer to it as quasilog coding since it is not a                  
pure logarithmic function that is used. Thanks to this logarithmic coding, the signal is              
redistributed so that it can be coded with 12 or even 10 bit without any loss of perceptual                  
information or quality. Every camera manufacturer uses their own OECF to assign a fairly              
equal number of code values to each stop, but keep in mind these can be molded to the                  
users taste as they are functions that can be inverted and modified. 

Colour processing: 
We have discussed the fact that cameras do not “see” color like humans due to that fact                 
that most sensors do not meet the Luther condition. Mostly, we can get away with less                
color accuracy by using a compromised 3x3 matrix and treating the system like it meets               
the Luther condition. This Matrix is provided by the manufacturer and it depends on the               
illuminant (white balance) and it can be coded in camera to a certain colour gamut or in                 
post (RAW) to transform the RGB device tristimulus values into an intermediate or output              
device colour gamut. 
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Compression: 
Although we may relate lossy compression to consumer cameras and their formats, it is              
also common in high end cinema cameras. Prores is one of the most widely used codecs                
in professional video due to its efficiency and easy workflow down the pipeline, but many               
of these camera manufacturers have their own compression formats such as Red’s            
REDCODE (Wavelet-based algorithms) or Sony’s X-OCN.  

Prores is an all-intra Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based intermediate codec, it is             
featured in cameras such as the Arri Alexa or the Sony Venice. There are many other                
image and video formats that use DCT based compression and decompression such as             
JPEG and MPEG-2. The main idea behind DCT compression is to divide the image into               
blocks (most commonly of 8 by 8 pixel size) which will be treated separately. Inside of                
each block the Discrete Cosine Transformation II is applied to obtain a series of              
coefficients that indicate the contribution of each of the different cosine waves that             
approximate the original image. These coefficients are divided by the corresponding           
values of a quantization table and rounded to the nearest integer, usually each standard              
has a series of different tables which dictate the level of compression, it is in this step                 
where most of the lossy compression is done. Finally, the resulting block is zig-zag              
scanned, resulting in many sequential zeros being compressed by a Huffman encoder. As             
the image is converted into Y’CbCr beforehand, compression can be accompanied by            
chroma subsampling which reduces the bandwidth used for the chroma components,           
exploiting the human visual system’s lower acuity for colour differentiation compared to            
luminance. 

 
Figure 3.1.4 Y’CbCr Chroma subsampling. 

Other compression algorithms are based on wavelets, such as the famous REDCODE            
RAW or a Digital Cinema Packet file (JPEG2000), which is proved to be superior to DCT                
based compression. 

RAW: 

RAW is a term that is often misunderstood. Ideally it would be unprocessed data from the                
sensor, which is unlikely as at least some processing needs to be done. Every camera               
manufacturer has its own version of raw, essentially the important concept is that there is               
enough unprocessed data that can be manipulated to some extent in post production.             
Most raw formats have not been demosaiced but can be compressed or uncompressed,             
linearly or logarithmically coded, but what all of them have in common is the ability to                
modify settings such as the exposure index (ISO) or White Balance in a post-production              
software. 
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Sensor size and resolution 
Another important aspect regarding digital image acquisition is the size of the sensor,             
which can be directly related to the different film gauges and formats. One of the               
advantages of shooting digital is that one sensor can have different shooting modes with              
varying sensor sizes -achieved by cropping- and resolutions -acheived by defining the            
amount of photosites used-. Every sensor has their own specific size, aspect ratio and              
shooting modes, but they are generally separated in categories. The most widely used             
format is super 35 that originates from 35mm motion picture film. Most cinema cameras              
have a native super 35 sensor. The next category in senzor size is full frame, which                
corresponds approximately to the size of the 35mm still format, most of the cameras              
equipped with these sensors enable super 35 shooting modes. There are very few             
cameras with a bigger sensor than a full frame camera, such as the Alexa 65. Sensor size                 
is important because it directly influences field of view, depth of field and low light               
capabilities.  

Image acquisition pipeline 
The image acquisition pipeline is a set of processing steps that are applied to the acquired                
signal. The data captured by the camera is not directly “viewable” as a natural or cinematic                
image, as this signal needs to be treated for display standards, this is often given less                
importance or thought than it needs. There is a brief explanation on display standards and               
specifications in Appendix 8.3. The final photographic look is often highly influenced by             
how we process the acquired data more than by what camera we used to capture it, as                 
practically all state-of-the-art cinema cameras capture a vast amount of information. The            
order in which we apply the operations to our signal is crucial, therefore we must also                
understand what every operation accomplishes. Figure 3.1.5 shows the standard          
processing pipeline for Arri camera systems. 

 
Figure 3.1.5 Diagram example of an Arri camera system’s simplified workflow. 
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4. Methodology / project development:  

4.1. Attributes & limitations responsible for the final look 

Cameras are often associated with certain photographic looks, but the objective of this             
project is to change this approach and think of a camera as a highly accurate data                
collection device that will help us achieve the desired look by adequately processing the              
acquired data. So, each camera has a series of attributes and limitations that contribute,              
but do not define, the final look of the image.  

In addition to distinguishing which attributes have an impact on the look, we must              
understand where these attributes come from and whether or not they are manipulable             
down the processing pipeline. The selection and definition of these attributes are a result              
of the theoretical background study and many of them are related or influenced by other               
attributes. While most attributes are objective, perceptual and hard to quantify, we can             
relate them with quantitative limitations. 

Keep in mind that these attributes are not the only ones responsible for shaping the final                
look of the moving picture, as it would be practically impossible to englobe them all.               
Furthermore, other elements and technologies involved in the acquisition are highly           
influential on the final look, such as the characterístics of the optics. 

Tonal reproduction is the distribution of tone values throughout the image. A series of              
functions redistributing the tonal reproduction are applied from the original scene-referred           
(linear) image to the display-referred image. The function embedded within the camera is             
the OECF, although some cameras provide 16 bit linear signal. Moreover, most            
manufacturers provide their own display LUTs which again change the tonal reproduction            
as well as the color rendition. The combination of these tonal manipulations produce             
characteristics in the final image such as contrast, black level and highlight roll-off. This              
attribute is easily manipulable, as long as there is no information lost in the shadows or                
highlights, with the help of three 1D look up tables. 

Colour rendition is the way a camera sees colour. Every camera has its own “colour               
science”, which is the combination of the tristimulus values captured by the spectral             
sensitivities of the camera with the color matrix. Just like in tonal reproduction, the final               
displayed image’s colour rendition is a product of various operations and transformations            
done to the original wide gamut signal. Many times cameras are chosen because of their               
specific colour science, but colour rendition is manipulable to the extent where different             
cameras can be perceptually colour matched as long as the captured colours are not out               
of gamut and have been clipped when encoded. 

Dynamic range is essentially the amount highlight and shadow detail contained in the             
signal. There are many factors that influence the dynamic range such as the sensor size,               
the size of the photosite, the OECF or the bit depth. Detail loss in the highlights occur                 
when the photosite’s saturation capacity is exceeded and the signal is clipped. The             
amount of information that is valuable in the shadows is defined by a certain signal to                
noise ratio (SNR) threshold. There are various different testing charts and no industry             
standard defining this SNR threshold value. This has led to each manufacturer using a              
different way to measure their camera’s dynamic range and publishing measurements that            
are not directly comparable to other manufacturers. A camera’s dynamic range is            
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manipulable to some extent -by using different OECF’s for example-, but ultimately it             
defines how much information we can capture and so it could be regarded as a limitation. 

Noise is the random fluctuation of luminance or chroma of each of the pixel’s original               
values and it is directly related to shadow detail. Noise can therefore be defined as               
chromatic or achromatic and is often measured as signal to noise ratio (SNR). SNR is the                
ratio between the average signal value and the standard deviation. 

Apparent sharpness is the attribute directly related to perceptual resolution. Contrary to            
popular belief, resolution is not it’s only nor most important contributor. There are many              
attributes that can enhance an image’s sharpness, and some of them are manipulable             
such as scaling filter, edge contrast, overall contrast and texture; while others are not,              
such as sensor size and resolution. 

Chromatic aberration is an attribute often related to optics, but it can also originate from               
image processing operations such as demosaicing, scaling or compression. 

Rolling shutter is an aberration caused by most of CMOS APS’s line by line readout. It is                 
most noticeable when there is fast horizontal movement in the frame. The amount of              
rolling shutter distortion is determined by the sensor sweep speed, which we could say is               
the limitation. Global shutters found in film cameras or CCD sensors do not suffer this               
issue. 

Film attributes are often sought after because of their great influence on the expected              
photographic look. Many contemporary artists are aiming to achieve this filmic look with             
the use of a digital acquisition format. The following attributes refer to some of the most                
distinguished characteristics inherent to film acquisition, although nowadays they can be           
added to a digitally acquired image in order to achieve a filmic look: 

● Grain is one of film’s most recognized attributes and is very often added to digitally               
acquired footage to add dimensionality and texture. Recent development by          
LiveGrain is exceptionally remarkable. 

● Halation is the spreading of light at high contrast edges of an image. It is due to                 
the light reflecting at the backing of the film, even though it is mitigated by the                
anti-halation backing.  

● Gate weave is produced by the slight vibrations that occur when film is run through               
the gate.  

The tone and colour rendition and idiosyncrasies resulting from the consolidation of            
camera negative, interpositive, internegative and print film are attributes that are also            
attempted to be emulated constantly.  

Filmakers require the ability to identify the desired attributes of the final photographic look,              
then the limitations that will compromise the existence and manipulation of these attributes             
must be identified. Camera manufacturers publish camera specifications for each of their            
systems, many of these specifications can be related to limitations and are quantitative.             
Some of the most obvious limitations include bit depth, sensor size, photosite size,             
resolution, compression, sensor sweep speed and frame rate. 
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4.2. Camera testing  

One of the initial objectives was to test a series of selected cameras and come up with a                  
camera selection guide for cinematographers. Due to the current confinement caused by            
Covid-19, it has not been possible to carry out the original camera tests intended for this                
project. At the same time, there has been a significant learning curve and deeper              
understanding on the matter at hand; to the point that the initial idea of relating a camera                 
with a certain look has become a new proposition to be defied. This opens the door to                 
implementing software able to process these manipulable attributes to achieve a desired            
look. 

Thus, comparing two different camera systems without manipulating the signal is           
unreliable. An option for more appropriate comparison between camera systems would be            
to equalize the manipulable attributes in order to analyze our image from a less biased               
starting point. Therefore, we will delve into this idea by attempting to equalize two of the                
most influential attributes, tonal reproduction and colour rendition, of two very renowned            
camera systems, the Arri Alexa Mini and the Red Weapon Helium. 

4.3. Dataset 

The dataset we will use to perform our experiment was provided by MXR’s “Holiday              
shootout” test [34]. It consists of a series of raw data acquired by an Arri Alexa Mini                 
(ARRIRAW, Open gate 3.4K) and a Red Weapon Helium (REDCODE 5:1, 8K) under             
controlled illumination and with the same lens (ZEISS LWZ.2 at 45mm). All cameras were              
shot at following T-stops: 8, 11, 16, 22, 5.6, 4, 2.8. Every camera was set to ISO800,                 
5600K, 25FPS and 180-degree shutter. 

One of the most important aspects of this dataset is that there is a ColorChecker chart in                 
frame, which will provide us a series of identical tone and colour values to use for tone and                  
colour mapping. 

4.4. Tone and colour mapping  

One of the main attributes the Arri Alexa cameras are famous for are their tone and colour                 
reproduction, often referred to as the “Alexa look”. In this test we will manipulate these two                
attributes to achieve the tone and colour reproduction of the “Alexa look” from data              
acquired by Red Digital Cinema’s camera the RED Helium. We will then be able to               
analyze the results, identify other relevant attributes and examine whether or not the final              
photographic look is indistinguishable. This implementation is motivated by the work of            
Steve Yedlin, ASC, on “Display Preparation” [30], as it follows similar principles. 

We will implement this experiment in Foundry’s Nuke, which is a node based compositing              
and visual effects software. The two main reasons we will use this software for our               
implementation are: 

1. The 1D lookup table tool enables us to numerically form these curves, by using              
input and output R, G and B values. 

2. Nuke allows us to write our own code at a certain node using BlinkScript to               
manipulate our image. This node runs a Blink kernel that works at pixel level, which               
is ideal for applications involving colour manipulations. The language used to           
implement on this platform is based and very similar to C++. 
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Tone mapping 

Tone mapping consists of a set of three 1D look up tables. Our objective is to measure the                  
RGB values of the grayscale patches of the ColorChecker of both cameras at different              
exposures as seen in table 4.4.1. Once these measurements are taken we can simply use               
Nuke’s 1D lookup table tool to map the tones of each channel R, G and B, as seen in                   
figure 4.4.1. These functions are formed by numerically mapping the input and output             
measurements and using cubic interpolation. 

 

Table 4.4.1 Grayscale measurements for 1D tone mapping. 

 

Figure 4.4.1 The three corresponding 1D look up tables. 

As seen in figure 4.4.2, tone mapping allows us to perform mapping in a single dimension,                
which has a significant impact on the image, but it lacks the ability to shift colours in                 
three-dimensional space.  

 

Figure 4.4.2 RGB cube represented in 3D space (left) and RGB cube after tone mapping (right) 
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Colour mapping 

When trying to match colour rendition from one camera to another it is often done by eye                 
with the use of grading tools from a color engine such as Davinci Resolve. But this is not                  
our objective, we want to implement a mathematical model able to map the colour              
reproduction of a camera system into another’s with the use of a series of colour               
measurements. The idea behind colour mapping can be approached in many different            
ways. In this case we have implemented a model that can remap the entire color cube,                
divided into six tetrahedra, uniformly (inside each tetrahedron) by warping the primary and             
secondary colours of the input signal (which correspond to the corners of the cube),              
without affecting the grayscale distribution of the image. This tool gives us more freedom              
of manipulation than a 3x3 matrix, which is often used for colour space transformations. 

The implementation is based on the tetrahedral division of the color cube, similar to 3D               
LUT tetrahedral interpolation. Each input RGB triplet falls into one of the six tetrahedra,              
depending on its corresponding tetrahedron it is remapped in a different way. The             
remapping is done by the product of the red, blue and green components of the input                
triplet with their corresponding vector defined by the corners of the tetrahedron. The input              
parameters of this tool are the six coordinates (or vectors from the origin) of the primary                
and secondary colors. 

 
Figure 4.4.3 Division of the six tetrahedra with their corresponding condition. 

Figure 4.4.3 shows a graphical representation of the division of each tetrahedron. To             
understand the remapping of each triplet we can look at the single case of r>g>b (t5), as                 
all of them follow the same principle: 

The red value of the triplet will be multiplied by the red vector, as it is contained in the                   
current tetrahedron. The green value must be multiplied by the vector -contained in the              
current tetrahedron- which follows the direction of the primary green vector, which in this              
case is yellow-red. The blue value must be multiplied by the vector -contained in the               
current tetrahedron- which follows the direction of the blue vector, which in this case is               
white-yellow.  
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In order to be able to carry out this experiment we will use the 6 patches of a colorchecker                   
that correspond to the primary and secondary colors. We can measure the input and              
output triplets of these six patches, as seen in table 4.4.2, and hereby form 16 equations,                
seen in figure 4.4.4. These equations contain the 16 unknown variables, which correspond             
to the 6 vectors of the primary and secondary colors of the cube. I have used Matlab to                  
implement the solving of these equations.  

 
Table 4.4.2 Primary and secondary colour measurements for colour mapping. 

 
Figure 4.4.4 The 16 equations to be solved. The unknowns are defined in line 28, the known and 

measured variables are named as [colour]patch[in/out]([channel]). 

Once we have obtained the input parameters, we can apply them to our colour mapping               
tool as seen in figure 4.4.5. As we can observe in figure 4.4.7, this color mapping                
implementation allows us to map colours in three-dimensional space. 

 
Figure 4.4.5 (left) Colour mapping input parameters. Figure 4.4.6 (middle) RGB cube after tone 

mapping. Figure 4.4.7 (right) RGB cube after tone and colour mapping. 
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Order of operations and viewing preparation 

To simplify, from now on we will refer to the footage shot on the Arri Alexa Mini                 
(ARRIRAW, Open gate 3.4K, T8) as Alexa and the footage shot on the Red Weapon               
Helium (REDCODE 5:1, 8K, T8) as Helium. The media has been reformatted to the 4K               
DCP standard size 4096x2160, as it can be regarded as one of the most emerging               
delivery formats. Reformatting involved up scaling the Alexa footage (using the Mitchell            
filter) and down scaling the Helium footage (using the sinc4 filter). 

The tone and colour mapping values, tables and graphs shown in the two previous              
chapters correspond to the mapping of Helium to Alexa in order to achieve the “Alexa               
look”. The same process has been applied in reverse, i.e. mapping Alexa to Helium (as               
seen in Figure 4.4.8), in order to later be able to identify isolated attributes. 

Figure 4.4.8 shows the node graph which represents the operations applied to each             
source. The viewing transformation nodes (OCIOFileTransforms) are applied once the          
mapping has been done, in order to prepare the image for standard rec.709 display.              
These specific LUTS are interchangeable depending on delivery format (e.g. DCI-P3,           
rec.2020, etc). Keep in mind that there has been no artistic manipulation to these images,               
we have simply established a starting point where any manipulation applied after the             
mapping should be equivalent. 

 

Figure 4.4.8 Nuke’s node graph for tone and colour mapping. 

Note: The final Nuke project and Matlab files can be found in the Annex, as well as the                  
code used in the BlinkScript node for colour mapping. 
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5. Results 
The following frames were rendered as JPEG stills with the following specifications: size             
4096x2160, compression jpeg 422, quality 0.9. The same images can be found as TIFF              
files available in the folder RESULT_IMAGES of the Annex. I strongly recommend having             
the TIFF files as a faithful reference, since the image has been automatically compressed,              
resized and colour transformed upon insertion to this document.  

The first pair of images show the raw data captured by each camera. As we may notice,                 
the image looks flat and desaturated, this is because the image has not yet been prepared                
for display.  

 

Image 1. Alexa. 

 

Image 2. Helium. 
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In order to view our image correctly, we must apply a colour space transformation or a 3D                 
viewing LUT to rec.709. It is in this stage where each manufacturer provides their own               
transformation, which is as responsible for the final look as the camera. Image 3 shows               
the Alexa footage with Arri’s Arri_LogC2Video_709 LUT applied. It is this look which is              
commonly referred to as the “Alexa look”. 

 

Image 3. Alexa with Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 

Image 4 shows Helium footage with one of Red’s own rec.709 viewing LUT, specifically:              
RWG_Log3G10 to REC709_BT1886 with MEDIUM_CONTRAST and R_2_Medium       
size_33 v1.13. As we can observe Image 3 and Image 4 have two very distinctive looks.  

 

Image 4. Helium with one of RED’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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Image 5 serves as an obvious example that the “Alexa look” is not simply achievable by                
applying Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT to Helium’s footage. Nor is the characteristic look of a               
Red camera achievable by applying it’s viewing LUT to the Alexa footage.  

 

Image 5. Helium with Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 

It is self-evident that each viewing LUT is specifically prepared for its corresponding             
camera system. But what if we apply a colour space transform? Image 6 is the result of                 
applying a colour space transform, from RWG Log3G10 to AWG AlexaV3LogC, to Helium             
and then applying Arri’s 3D viewing LUT. As we can see, even though the image does not                 
look as bad as without the transform, the “Alexa look” is clearly not achieved. 

 

Image 6. Helium with a colour space transform to AlexaV3LogC with Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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Once we apply tone mapping to Helium’s footage we obtain Image 7, which has Arri’s               
rec.709 viewing LUT applied. As we can observe, by solely applying tone mapping,             
Helium’s image looks much closer to Alexa’s. Keep in mind that this is a very simple                
unidimensional operation. 

 

Image 7. Helium with tone mapping and Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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Finally, Image 8 shows Helium’s footage with both tone and colour mapping applied, and              
with Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. Image 3 is shown below in order to have side by side                 
comparisons. If we analyze Image 8 and Image 3 side by side, we could argue that they                 
are perceptually indistinguishable, colourwise.  

 

Image 8. Helium with tone mapping, colour mapping and Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 

 

Image 3. Alexa with Arri’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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Additionally, we can do the same in reverse: mapping the Alexa, seen in image 11, to the                 
Helium look, seen in image 10. We could assert that we have achieved part of our goal,                 
which is perceptually matching two differently encoded signals with the use of a             
mathematical model. And hereby we have reassured that a camera system does not             
embed a certain look, and that with the correct manipulation of tone and colour              
reproduction we can achieve the equalization of these attributes.  

 

Image 9. Helium with one of RED’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 

 

Image 10. Alexa with tone mapping, colour mapping and one of RED’s rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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5.1. Mapping errors 

Analyzing the results we can agree that the mapping is perceptually accomplished, but             
how accurate is it, numerically? 

Firstly, we must understand that our initial objective was not to have a perfect mapping               
and that it would be practically impossible to exactly map all colours from one camera               
system to the other due to fundamental principles such as matemerism. Nevertheless, it is              
important to have an idea of the accuracy of our implementation, at least for the primary                
and secondary colour patches that should be equal. 

Secondly, we must know how to relate to the magnitude of the error we are talking about.                 
For example, the reformatting applied to both images can introduce rounding errors up to              
0.00010 and 422 compression can introduce errors up to 0.00100 which is utterly             
undistinguishable.  

To measure these errors, we can simply measure the average R, G and B values of each                 
colour patch from the Alexa with the Arri viewing LUT and the Helium with the mapping                
and the Arri viewing LUT, then see the difference of each patch. Below, in table 5.1.1, you                 
can see the calculated error of the primary and secondary patches of the colour chart,               
specifically from Helium to Alexa mapping. 

 

Table 5.1.1 Error of primary and secondary patches measurements after mapping. 

We can confirm that the error values are very low and are practically insignificant when it                
comes to colour reproduction.  
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5.2. Responds to underexposure and overexposure 

We have seen that our implementation performs well under correct exposure, as it is              
where colour mapping has been formulated, but how does it hold up to underexposure and               
overexposure?  

On the next two pages you will find Gallery 1 and Gallery 2. Where you can see a series of                    
pictures from two stops overexposed to two stops underexposed (in increments of 1 stop),              
i.e. from top to bottom in the following order: +2,+1,0,-1,-2 stops. On the right column is                
Alexa, and on the left is Helium. 

In Gallery 1 we can observe the mapping is visually consistent and works fine. But what if                 
we want to compensate for the wrong exposure? In Gallery 2 you will find the same                
images, but each compensated for correct exposure. The operation done to the image is              
equivalent to changing the ISO in camera, as we have multiplied the pixel values in linear                
domain.  

Both images from gallery 1 and gallery 2 are respectively available as JPEG files in the                
folders GALERY_1 and GALERY_2 of the Annex.  
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Gallery 1. Top to bottom: +2, +1, 0, -1, -2. Left: Alexa. Right: Helium with tone and colour mapping. 
All images have Arri’s Alexa rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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Gallery 2. Top to bottom: +2-2 (ISO 200), +1-1 (ISO 400), 0 (ISO 800), -1+1 (ISO 1600), -2+2 (ISO 
3200). Left: Alexa. Right: Helium with tone and colour mapping. All images have Arri’s Alexa 

rec.709 viewing LUT. 
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5.3. Isolated attributes analysis 

Once we have equalized two of the most important attributes, we can look at our image                
with a less biased point of view. We can look at any attribute that is of our interest, for the                    
sake of this project, as we have been mainly centered in colour mapping we are going to                 
look at one specific attribute, which ends up having a big influence in the perceptual colour                
of one of these camera systems: noise. 

5.3.1. Noise 

Before diving in, we must take into consideration that neither of the two images have no                
excessive noise when looked at at 100% scale, In the interest of analyzing the noise we                
will scale the image excessively to inspect a smooth area of the image, such as the dark                 
gray backdrop or the gray card as seen in figure 5.3.1. 

 

Figure 5.3.1 Selected area (in red) to further analyze noise. 

If we zoom in at 800% as seen in figure 5.3.2 and figure 5.3.3, we start to observe a minor                    
amount of noise and a certain pattern.  

 

Figure 5.3.2 (left) Image 3 (Alexa) at 800%. Figure 5.3.3 (right) Image 8 (Helium with tone and 
colour mapping) at 800%. 
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At 1600% we start seeing that the Alexa has a greater noise magnitude, as seen in figure                 
5.3.4, but the Helium has more chromatic noise shifting mostly towards green and some              
spots of magenta, as seen in figure 5.3.5. We can look even closer, at 3200% in figure                 
5.3.6 and figure 5.3.7, and reassure the noise characteristics of each camera system.  

 

Figure 5.3.4 (left). Image 3 (Alexa) at 1600%. Figure 5.3.5 (right) Image 8 (Helium with tone and 
colour mapping) at 1600%. 

 

Figure 5.3.6 (left). Image 3 (Alexa) at 3200%. Figure 5.3.7 (right) Image 8 (Helium with tone and 
colour mapping) at 3200%. 

One may ask: what is the use of analyzing the noise after the tone and colour mapping?                 
Our experiment is a perfect example. If we look back at Image 4, which is Helium with one                  
of Red’s viewing transforms applied, we can see “Red’s look” has a green tint, especially               
in the shadows. If we would have analyzed the noise in this image, the chromatic               
component of the noise might have been masked by this green tint. We can now also                
argue that part of the green tint in “Red’s look” is related to this noise, as after applying                  
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tone and colour mapping it is still present, it is yet more noticeable in the images that are                  
underexposed. 

Naturally, we could think the mapping operations that have been applied could have a              
deteriorating effect on the mapped image, and maybe introducing noise. But this is easily              
contradicted when analyzing the inverse process, in figure 5.3.8 and figure 5.3.9 we can              
see both Alexa (tone and colour mapped) and Helium correspondingly with Red’s rec709             
output LUT applied. Here it is less noticeable due to the fact that red’s LUT assigns the                 
shadows to a lower output -applying no amplification to the signal-, but even here, we can                
observe more of the chromatic noise in Helium than Arri. 

 

Figure 5.3.8 (left). Image 10 (Alexa with tone and colour mapping) at 3200%. Figure 5.3.9 (right) 
Image 9 (Helium) at 3200%. 

Although we have analyzed the noise in these specific areas of the image, it does certainly                
not mean it is only present here. One of the reasons why chromatic noise is a problem is it                   
can affect important portions of the image such as skin tones and add these unwanted               
tones of green or magenta. 

Even though noise is a complex attribute which can be treated down the pipeline as well,                
ultimately it is a limitation that arises from inaccurately captured information. Although we             
have not analyzed it numerically, as this was not our goal, we have seen the amount of                 
inherent noise depends on the camera system but it’s appearance is also influenced by              
the processing and specifically by amplification of the signal.  
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6. Conclusions and future development 

In summary, this project has been the result of an exploration into the state-of-the-art              
camera systems for motion picture acquisition. Initially, the objective was to analyze, put to              
test and differentiate various camera systems but the project has taken a divergent             
approach throughout its development due to various circumstances. Firstly, due to           
confinement as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, it has been impossible to carry out the                
original practical camera tests. Secondly and most importantly, we have reached the            
conclusion that there is no way to compare two different camera systems and determine              
which one is better, each camera has its own characteristics and limitations that will have               
an effect on the attributes of the desired photographic look, which can be manipulated              
throughout the image processing pipeline. 

It was at this critical moment where the project took a turning point and focused on two of                  
the most influential attributes of an image: tonal reproduction and colour rendition, and             
explored their manipulation. We have used an existing tool to manipulate the tonal             
reproduction from one camera system to the other, and have implemented an algorithm             
based on tetrahedral geometry to map colour coordinates in three-dimensional space from            
one camera system to the other. We have demonstrated, with the use of a simple but yet                 
powerful implementation, that these two attributes are not entirely determined by the            
camera system and how the equalization of these can lead to the identification and              
analysis of other attributes or limitations.  

Personally, one of the most valuable aspects of this project has been that even though we                
have centered the tests and implementation on two attributes of two very specific camera              
systems, the conclusions we can attain apply to a much greater scope.  

In conclusion, it is essential for a filmmaker/cinematographer to understand the image            
acquisition process of modern cinema cameras in order to be able to sculpt their final look                
down the pipeline. It does not suffice to rely on preconceived assumptions on the images               
produced by certain camera manufacturers or their specifications such as resolution,           
dynamic range or colour science. In order to properly evaluate which camera is right for               
our project, we must first identify the attributes that forge the photographic look that is               
sought after. Only then we can analyze the limitations and test the manipulation of the               
attributes of each camera system. 

Certainly this exploration does not end with this project. In the first place, we have only                
explored the manipulation of two attributes, other attributes can be just as important             
depending on the desired photographic look. Secondly, the next step in perfecting colour             
mapping is by implementing scattered data interpolation of bigger datasets. These           
datasets can be from digital acquisition as well as photographic camera or print film. 
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8. Appendices 

8.1. Photometry fundamentals 

Prior to diving into the image acquisition methods we must understand the basic principles              
of what we are trying to capture, which is, in essence, visible light. CIE defines light as “1.                  
characteristic of all sensations and perceptions that is specific to vision; 2. radiation that is               
considered from the point of view of its ability to excite the human visual system” (CIE                
e-ILV 17-659). In order to understand light and its implications for our purpose, we must               
regard it from two different viewpoints with their own definition and relevant parameters. 

1. Light as an electromagnetic wave. 

Energy is defined by the wavelength (λ) of the electromagnetic radiation, which is inversely              
proportional to the frequency. λ=c/f. The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that is             
relevant to us, which is called visible spectrum, ranges from approximately from 380 nm to               
750 nm. Pure spectral colors are defined by narrow bands of wavelengths in the visible               
spectrum (even though color is not an inherent property of the light but a visual sensation). 

2. Light as a particle. 

Energy is defined as discrete quantities called photons. These photons have a certain             
energy inversely proportional to the wavelength of its associated electromagnetic wave.           
E=hc/λ (h: Planck constant, c: Speed of light). The most common units to denote the               
energy are joule (J) and electronvolt (eV), 1 J = 6.24x10^18 eV. Photons carry sufficient               
energy for them to be able to be registered on film or a photosite on a sensor. 

 

Figure 8.1.1 Visible Spectrum. [2] 
Table 8.1.1 Pure Spectral colors with associated parameters.  
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Light Sources 

All objects emit electromagnetic radiation, at a temperature of about 300 degrees Kelvin             
(K) they emit radiation with a peak intensity in the Infrared frequencies. This gets              
interesting when a specific material or gas is heated to a certain temperature. When              
heated, the electrons in a molecule are excited, they rise to a higher energy level within                
their atom. After a period of time, the electrons return to their normal energy level and so                 
emit the difference in energy as electromagnetic radiation. The more the object gets             
heated, the more energy it will emit, meaning relatively more shorter wavelengths than             
longer wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation. Different light sources emit different          
spectral energy distributions.  

In order to understand the photographic term “temperature” of a light source and the unit               
Kelvin (K) we use to specify it, we have to look at the lightsource’s spectral approximation                
to the Blackbody radiation curve, which refers to the spectrum of light emitted by an               
idealized opaque body (black-body). When this boy is heated to certain temperatures it             
produces different spectral responses. 

 

Figure 8.1.2 (left) Black Body Radiation Curves with their corresponding wavelength peaks.  
Figure 8.1.3 (right) Relative spectral energy curves for HMI, Xenon and Daylight. 

Kodak classifies light sources in three categories [3]:  

● Incandescent sources. The most common incandescent source is a tungsten light. 

● Non-incandescent sources such as fluorescent, metal halide, mercury vapor, neon,          
HMI and LED lights. 

● The sun. (The sun is actually an incandescent source, since it produces light by              
incandescence. However, in the photographic community, incandescent refers to         
artificial sources). 

Each type of light source has different spectral energy distribution, we can see this as an                
example of three different light sources in figure 8.1.3. 

When light hits an object it can be transmitted, absorbed, reflected or a combination of               
these can take place. This is essential to understand optics and filters. 

 

● Transmission occurs when incident light waves move all the way through a            
material, without being absorbed or reflected. When this light strikes the surface of             
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a transmitting object at an angle other than 90º or this transmitting object is a lens                
or a prism, the light will be bent to a certain angle (following Snell’s law) as it enters                  
and exits the object, this is referred to as refraction. Additionally, the short             
wavelengths are bent more than the long wavelengths because the refractive index            
of materials varies depending on the wavelength of light, this is called dispersion             
and enables prisms and rainbows to disperse white light into its spectrum. 

 

● Absorption happens when light strikes an object and        
its electromagnetic radiation is converted into      
internal energy of this object (mostly heat).       
Absorption normally happens in a partial manner,       
and only some of the wavelengths are absorbed,        
depending on the pigmentation of the object, while        
the rest are transmitted or reflected. 

Figure 8.1.4 Graphical 
representation of a green filter. 

● Reflection is the abrupt change in the direction of a wavefront that strikes a              
reflective object. Depending on the surface of the object, reflection can be specular             
(mirrors the incident image, angle of incidence is equal to angle of reflection) or              
diffused (scatters the incident image).  

 
Figure 8.1.5 Specular Reflection versus Diffuse Reflection.  

 
Relevant photometric terminology and quantities 

● Brightness - subjective, by definition (also, absolute) 
● Luminous power/Luminous flux (Φ v) - Measure of the perceived power of light. Unit: 

Lumen (lm) 
● Illuminance (Ev) - Total luminous flux incident on an area, per unit area. Unit: Lux 

(lx) or lm/m^2  
● Absolute luminance (Lv) - radiance weighted by vision’s spectral response (linear 

light) Unit: cd/m^2 (=nit). 
● Relative luminance (Y) - absolute luminance divided by the luminance of a 

reference white (linear light) . 
● Lightness (L*) - perceptually uniform (logarithmic) correlate of Y (relative to “white”) 
● Value - like lightness (but various nonstandard uses)  
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8.2. Motion camera picture film 

“Motion picture film is a thick flexible strip of plastic, complying with a dimensional              
standard as defined within, whose use is specific to the process of manufacturing a motion               
picture” (The American National Standards Institute). Nowadays, motion picture film stocks           
consist of a reduced number of panchromatic black and white or colour film stocks, mostly               
manufactured by kodak. The following chapter is a synthesis from Kodak’s: “The Essential             
Reference Guide for Filmmakers” [3]. 
 
Film structure 
Modern motion picture film stock is made up of various layers, which can be seen in                
Figure 8.2.1: a transparent film base, adhesive layers, light-sensitive emulsion layers, a            
number of coated layers and an anti halation backing. 

 
Figure 8.2.1 A visual representation of the various layers of modern motion picture film 

stock.  
 

● Film Base: 
The film base’s function is to hold all the necessary layers in place. It is the thickest                 
layer and has to be strong, flexible and dimensionally stable in order to be able to                
travel rapidly through the camera; resistant to moisture and chemically stable in            
order to withstand the developing process; transparent, insensitive to light and free            
of imperfections in order to be able to properly project an image.  
 
Camera film stock’s base is made of cellulose triacetate, often referred to as             
celluloid film. Print film stock’s base is made of Polyester as it is stronger and               
wears better than celluloid film (suitable for storage of release prints). 
 

● Subbing Layer: 
This layer is used to adhere the emulsion layers to the film base. 
 

● Emulsion Layers: 
The emulsion layer is the photographic part of the film. It consists of a dispersion of                
light sensitive materials in a gelatin medium. These light sensitive materials are            
silver-halide crystals, commonly referred to as film grains, they are formed after            
various dissolving chemical processes and then suspended in the gelatin emulsion           
medium.  
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In colour film, these silver-halide crystals have different spectral sensitivities and           
we can divide the emulsion layers into three main groups: the blue sensitive layer,              
the green sensitive layer and the red sensitive layer. Nevertheless, each color layer             
may have up to three internal layers with different sensitivities (fast, medium and             
slow) in order to capture more dynamic range. 

 
In all of the three colour layers, colour couplers are dispersed in tiny oil droplets               
around the silver-halide crystals, which form a dye when developed. 

 
❖ Yellow dye forming couplers are dispersed in the blue sensitive layer. 
❖ Magenta dye forming couplers are dispersed in the green sensitive layer. 
❖ Cyan dye forming couplers are dispersed in the red sensitive layer. 

 
As we can see, the three subtractive primary colours are located in the layer that is                
sensitive to light of its complementary colour. 

 
In the case of black and white film the grains are sensitive to the whole visible                
spectrum and have no colour couplers associated, therefore can not distinguish           
nor reproduce colour. 

 
In colour negative films, some of the dye-forming colour couplers (incorporated into            
the emulsion layers) are coloured at the time of manufacture to provide automatic             
masking to compensate for the effects of unwanted dye absorption when the            
negative is printed. This is why colour negative camera film looks orange. 

 
● UV Absorbing Layer: 

This layer is added to protect the Silver-Halide crystals from UV radiation, which 
they are generally sensible to. 

 
● Supercoat: 

It consists of a clear layer of hardened gelatin to protect the emulsion layers. 
 

● Anti-halation Backing: 
This backing layer is added to minimize internal reflections and consists of a dark              
coating on the back of the film base which absorbs light. It also serves as an                
anti-static, which is needed because of the high speed at which the film travels              
through the camera. The most common method is the use of a REM-JET             
(Removable jet black layer). 
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How images are formed on film 
In order to obtain an image on film we must expose it, i.e. let photons strike the emulsion                  
layers. During exposure a latent image is formed which is only visible to the human eye                
after developing.  

When a photon strikes a crystal a single silver atom is formed, the latent image consists of                 
a cluster of at least four silver atoms in a crystal structure, which form a latent-image site. 

Note: We can consider film to be of anisotropic sampling nature because all of its samples                
contain information about each channel (in this case, the red, blue and green sensitive              
layers). Unlike most digital image sensors which are of isotropic nature because the             
channel separation is done before reaching the sensor (usually with the use of a bayer               
filter array), which is insensitive to colour, and we have to perform demosaicing             
interpolation in order to obtain a colour image. 

Developing 
Before diving into the developing process it is important to know that there are many types                
of processes and every one of these can be altered in order to fulfil artistic requirements,                
this is naturally out of the scope of this document. The main objective of the developing                
process is to turn the latent image into a negative (or positive in reversal film), which                
contains all the information of the image and is visible to us. 

The main steps and used chemicals behind the developing process of colour film (ECN-2              
process) are described below, these steps are also shown as a graphical representation in              
Figure 8.8.2 [19]. 

1. Prebath: Water is used to warm the film to a certain temperature. 

2. REM-JET Removal Bath: Removes the REM-JET layer in order to properly           
develop and be able to see through the film. 

3. Rinse: Water is used to remove the chemicals from the film. 

4. ECN-2 colour developer: Uses reducing chemicals to turn the exposed          
silver-halide grains into pure silver.The oxidized developer produced in this          
reaction is responsible for forming colour dyes from the colour couplers. 

5. Stop Bath or rinse: A stopping chemical or just water can be used to stop               
the developing process. 

6. Bleach: The silver formed in the developer’s bath is removed by bleaching            
chemicals, leaving only the dyes with their corresponding densities. 

7. Rinse: Water is used to remove the chemicals from the film. 

8. Fix: The unexposed silver-halide grains are removed using fixing         
chemicals. 

9. Rinse: Water is used to remove the chemicals from the film. 
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Figure 8.2.2  Machine Schematic for Process ECN-2 with Recommended "UL" Bleach or 

Ferricyanide Bleach Sequence. 
 
Film types 
Film comes in a variety of different types and forms. Firstly it is important to differentiate                
the three different types on films depending on the stage of production: Camera films,              
which are used to capture the original image with a camera; Intermediate and Laboratory              
films, used in the intermediate stages of production; and Print films which are used to               
project the final version of the production. For the purpose of this document we will purely                
focus on camera films. 

The first differentiation that comes to mind is colour film and black and white film, which is                 
self explanatory. All modern black and white film is panchromatic, which means it is              
sensible to the entire visible spectrum. 

Secondly, film can be either negative or reversal (sometimes referred to as positive).             
Negative camera film is mostly used in professional productions which is then printed on to               
positive film for projection (often with intermediate positive and intermediate negative in            
between).  

● Negative Film 

○ Manufactured in many types of speeds, balances and looks 

○ High dynamic range 

○ Processing widely available 

○ Printing or scanning is necessary  

● Reversal Film 

○ Positive image ready to project 

○ Brilliant contrast and saturation 

○ Low dynamic range 
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Camera film also comes with a determined colour balance, which can be Daylight (D) or               
Tungsten (T). Daylight film has a more uniform response sensibility and is designed to be               
used under daylight balanced light (5500K). Tungsten balanced film has relatively more            
sensitivity at the high energy end of the spectrum in order to compensate for the spectral                
density of tungsten light (3200K). Either way both can be used under crossed lighting              
scenarios with the help of filters (85 for Tungsten film under Daylight conditions, and 80A               
for Daylight film under Tungsten lighting conditions). 

Camera film is also determined by its film speed (Exposure Index), which is a measure of                
its sensitivity to light equivalent to ASA/ISO... 

Film gauge, formats and aspect ratios 
Camera film stock is available in a number of gauges as seen in Figure 8.2.3. Gauge                
refers to the width of the film. Greater gauges deliver shallower depth of field, bigger field                
of view and sharper image projections and smaller grain. Smaller gauges can be seen as               
cropped versions of bigger gauges and are usually less sharp and granier. Throughout             
cinema history there have been many film gauges, but the ones that have stuck around               
until today are Super 8, 16 mm, 35 mm and 65 mm. 

 
Figure 8.2.3 An unscaled representation of the most common camera film gauges. [3] 

Note: The 65 mm format is used as a camera film gauge for 70 mm print print films, for                   
projections such as IMAX or OMNIMAX. 

While these are the main types of film gauges, each of them can have different formats,                
i.e. aspect ratios (AR). These aspect ratios have appeared throughout the development of             
different technologies in film image acquisition and analog broadcast, and some have            
remained as standards in digital image acquisition.  

Before looking at shooting formats we must evaluate the most common delivery (or             
projection) formats. 

● 1.37:1 (actually as 1.375:1) is the industry standard for 35mm theatrical motion            
pictures. It is widely known as the academy ratio, standardized by the Academy of              
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. It is also the AR of 16mm film. 

● 1.33:1 is the standard TV/Video format (known as 4:3 in the TV world). 

● 1.85:1 is a common US standard AR for Wide-screen flat 35mm projection. 

● 2.4:1 is a common US standard AR for Wide-screen CINEMASCOPE (2.35:1)           
35mm projection. 
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● 1.66:1 is a common AR in Europe, as it is the native aspect of Super 16 which was                  
a widely used acquisition format (blown up to 35 mm print). This AR is very similar                
to the current standard for HDTV: 1.78:1 (commonly referred to as 16:9). 

● 2.2:1 is used for 70 mm widescreen projection. 

● 1.43:1 is used in 70 mm IMAX motion picture film format. 

 

Shooting formats: 

● 4-perf 35 mm advances the negative 4 perforations at a time. It is the most               
common shooting format, its greatest camera taking area is 21.95 x 18.6 mm, but              
is always used to film in various aspect ratios such as 1.37:1, 1.85:1 or 1.78:1 with                
the use of cropping. 

● 4-perf scope (Modern Anamorphic) is used together with 2x squeeze anamorphic           
lenses. The camera’s taking area is 21.95 x 18.6 mm with a squeezed AR of 1.18:1                
(2.36:1 de-squeezed) but the projection standard dimensions are altered to deliver           
a 2.39:1 AR (commonly referred to as 2.40:1). 

● 4-perf Super 35 uses the whole frame of the film, including the space usually              
reserved for the soundtrack, its camera taking area is about 24.9 x 18.6 mm with               
an AR of 1.33:1. An extraction to different aspect ratios such as 2.40:1, 1.85:1 or               
1.78:1 (16x9) is usually done in the intermediate process. 

● 3-perf Super 35 minimizes the problem of wasted film by changing the camera gate              
so that each frame is 3 perforations high, it also utilizes the soundtrack space. Its               
camera taking area is 24.9 x 13.9 mm with an AR of roughly 1.78:1, making it ideal                 
for HDTV (1.78:1) and wide-screen (1.85:1). 

● 2-perf creates a 2.40:1 capture AR with a minimum amount of film by making the               
camera pull down 2 perforations. 

● VISTAVISION (8-perf) is a higher resolution 35 mm horizontal format with an 8             
perforation pull down. The camera's taking area is 37.7 x 25.2 mm with an AR of                
approximately 1.5:1. It is usually used for high quality background plates in special             
effects work. 

● 16 mm has the same AR of the academy 35 mm format (1.37:1) with a camera                
taking area of 10.26 x 7.49 mm. 

● Super 16 uses one side of the perforated area of the 16 mm film (thanks to the fact                  
that nowadays 16 mm film only has perforation on one side) with a taking area of                
12.52 x 7.41 mm and an AR of 1.66:1. 

● Super 8 uses a very small taking area of 5.79 x 4.01 mm, generating a 1.33:1 AR. 

● 65 mm  uses a 2.2:1 AR from a camera taking area of 48.59 x 22.04 mm. 
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Sensitometry 
Sensitometry is the scientific study behind the sensitivity of photographic film. It is the              
numerical measurement of a film’s exposure and development characteristics. These          
measurements are most useful when plotted on a chart, from which we can determine how               
a film will react to the amount of light, the type of lighting, the amount of exposure time, the                   
type of developer, the amount of development and how all these factors interact with each               
other. 
 
Relevant units: 
Contrast Index (CI): The numerical value we assign to degree of development. It is              
affected by four variables: time, temperature, agitation and developer activity. 
 
Lux = lumen/m^2 (1 millilux = 10^-3 lux): A unit of Illuminance, i.e. luminous flux (Lumen)                
spread over a given area (Meter squared). SI 
 
Exposure can be determined as: Exposure(millilux-second) = Illuminance(mlux)·Time(s) 
 
Density (D) is the degree of darkening due to exposure of film, and it is dependent on the                  
transmission of the film. Transmission (T) is the ratio of the transmitted to the incident light                
on the film, its reciprocal is opacity (O): O=1/T. Density is the logarithm to the base of 10 of                   
opacity: D=log10(O), resulting proportional to the HVS (the change from 0 to 1 to 2 density                
units looks like equal brightness steps). Density can be directly measured using an             
instrument called densiometer. 
 
The Characteristic Curve 
To relate density, exposure and contrast index we use a graph called the characteristic              
curve, which can be seen in Figure 8.2.5, which plots the amount of exposure against the                
density achieved by that exposure.  
 
In order to create this curve we must first need some density value to plot. These values                 
are obtained with the use of a sensitometer, which is a device that exposes the film                
through a step tablet. A step tablet, represented in Figure 8.2.4, is a highly calibrated tool                
which contains 21 equally spaced intervals of gray with different density values, as seen in               
Table 8.2.1. When film is exposed through the step tablet, the resulting densities are              
measured with a densiometer. 

 
Figure 8.2.4 APPLIED IMAGE’s 21 Step Tablet.

 
Table 8.2.1 21-Step Tablet density values. 
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The densitometer gives us the density for each step. The log exposure for each              
corresponding step is calculated from the base 10 logarithm of the illuminance of the light               
times the exposure used by the sensitometer, minus the corresponding densities of the             
step tablet (for colour film a coloured filter is put in between the light source and the step                  
tablet to be able to obtain the density readings for each of the three wavelengths). 
 
Now that we have all the plotting samples. The density values are put on the vertical axis.                 
Exposure is placed on the horizontal axis in a 10 base logarithmic scale to compact the                
information. To get a proper looking vurve, we make the scales of the axes equal. We                
obtain The Charaterístic curve, also called: Hurter-Driffield curve, H-D Curve, D-logE           
Curve or D-logH curve. 

 
Figure 8.2.5 The Characteristic Curve and its parameters. [3] 

 
For most negative stocks this curve’s shape is typically like an “S”, and can be divided into                 
three parts:  

● Toe: The dark portions of a scene (shadows or blacks) are the least dense parts of                
the negative and are represented as the toe part of the curve (A-B in Figure 8.2.5).                
We say the shadows fall on the toe. 

● Straight Line: The intermediate exposure values of a scene are called midtones            
and they fall on the straight line. 

● Shoulder: The light portions of a scene (highlights) are the most dense parts of the               
negative and are represented as the shoulder part of the curve (C-D in Figure              
8.2.5). We say highlights fall on the shoulder. 

 
 
From this curve we can extract various different parameters, from which we can learn              
about the characteristics of a certain film stock: 
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● D-min or Base Plus Fog: 
Density-minimum is the lowest density of a film, due to the transparent base and a               
slight amount of chemical fogging of the film emulsion. This fogging occurs due to              
the spontaneous development of a few unexposed silver-halide crystals. 

● D-max: 
Density-maximum is the highest density of a film. D-max is almost never on a              
characterístic curve 

● Speed Point: 
Derived from the exposure required to produce a certain minimum density. The            
Speed Point is generally 0.1 above D-min. 

● Contrast: 
The contrast of a film is directly proportional to the steepness of its characteristic              
curve. An important consideration is that the contrast of a film can be altered by               
changing the development time, while keeping temperature, agitation and         
developer activity unchanged as seen in Figure 8.2.6. Note that this also alters             
D-min, but on a much lower scale. 

 
Figure 8.2.6 Family of curves.  

Variation of development time alters the contrast and D-min (Net Fog Density). “Notice             
that the longer the development time, the steeper the slope of the curve. Most of the                
change is in the straight line and shoulder of the curve, while the toe remains nearly                
constant.” [3] 

There are two different parameters that can quantify contrast: 

● Gamma (γ) is the slope of the straight-line portion of the curve.  

;γ = (Density of  A − Density of  B)
(log exposure  of  A − log exposure of  B)   

with A and B being points on the straight-line portion of the curve 
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● Average Gradient is the slope of the line unifying any two points of the curve. If                
both points are on the straight-line portion of the curve, then the average gradient              
and gamma are the same. 

Film speed can also be calculated from the characterístic curve, but first we must make               
sure the development was done correctly, as seen and exemplified in Figure 8.2.7. To do               
so we will find point “A” on the curve that has density 0.1 above D-min, and find the log                   
exposure value that corresponds to it. Move +1.3 log E units on the horizontal axis from                
this point “A”, and mark point “B” on the corresponding vertical axis that meets the curve. If                 
the difference between the densities of points “A” and “B” is 0.80 ± 0.05 we consider it has                  
been developed correctly. 

 
Figure 8.2.7 Characteristic curve with points “A” and “B”. 

Figure 8.2.7 can be used as an example of the explanation on how to make sure of correct                  
development of the film. Kodak’s The Essential Reference Guide for Filmmakers [3]: “Let's             
look at our sample curve. D-min is 0.18, and we place point A at 0.10 above that. So point                   
A is at a density value of 0.28. The log E at this density is 0.9. We count over 1.3 log E                      
units to 2.2. We go up from this point until we reach the curve and mark that as point B.                    
The density at point B is 1.08, exactly 0.80 above point A, so it is within the acceptable                  
range of 0.80 ± 0.05. Now we are assured that our film is properly developed and can be                  
used to determine film speed.” Note that point B should be on coordinates (2.20,1.09). 

 

To determine the film speed, once we are certain developing was done correctly: 

; *in millilux-secondilm Speed (ASA/ISO) F =  800
(10 )Exposure of  A*  

 
To keep film speed values simple, only certain numbers from the entire range are used               
(and calculated film speeds are rounded to):  

 
Table 8.2.2 Table of ANSI/ISO standard film speeds. In bold are the current available Kodak film 

speed. 
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Reciprocity 
According to the law of reciprocity, the amount of exposure (H) received by the film equals                
the illuminance (E) of the light striking the film multiplied by the exposure time (T):  

; for sH = E × T  5
1 ≤ T ≤ 1

1000  
This is true only in a certain time frame of exposure times, from 1/5 to 1/100 of a second.                   
When illumination levels require an exposure time out of this range, we are in a condition                
called “Reciprocity Law Failure” and we can not use this law to expose, we must               
compensate. 
 
Exposure Latitude 
When exposing an image, ideally, a normal exposure would be placed at the speed point.               
The exposure latitude is the ability to underexpose or overexpose an image with a certain               
contrast ratio without significant effect on the image quality. 
 
Graniness is a random dot-like pattern visual sensation when a photographic image is             
viewed with sufficient magnification, it is subjective. Granularity is the objective evaluation            
and measurement of this pattern, caused by the random density variations due to the              
presence of small particles of silver or dye clouds. The visual sensation of grain is very                
important in motion pictures. In an image with fine detail, the cumulative effect of the grain                
pattern captured in each frame results in an incredible amount of detail perception. 
 
Diffuse RMS Granularity 
Root Mean Square granularity is the most used numerical quantification to measure            
graininess. It is extracted from a large number of density readings made by a              
microdensitometer and calculating the standard deviation from the average density. Since,           
these standard deviation numbers are usually very small, granularity is sometimes quoted            
as diffuse RMS granularity times 1000. Depending on this value we can classify graininess              
as seen in table 8.2.3: 

Table 8.2.3 Diffuse RMS Granularity times 1000 values and their corresponding classification of 
graininess. 
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Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 
Sharpness is the subjective perception of clear edge distinction between the dark and             
light areas of an image. This boundary is often not a perfect sharp line due to light                 
scattering within the film. Resolution is an objective imaging system’s ability to distinguish             
object detail, and it is often expressed in terms of line-pairs/mm or cycles/mm.  
 
The Modulation Transfer curve is a widely used objective function that measures an             
imaging system’s (film stock, optics, sensor) performance. MTF represents the response           
(ability to transfer contrast) versus a periodic sine wave pattern with a specific cycle/mm              
(i.e. at a particular resolution). It is important to take into consideration that every              
component of an imaging system (from lenses and filters to sensors, capture boards and              
cables) has a MTF and that the overall MTF of the system is the product of these.  
 

 
Figure 8.2.8 Example of the MTF of KODAK VISION 7263 500T Color Negative Film. 

 
 
Nowadays all film stocks, black and white and colour, are panchromatic, which means             
they are sensitive to the entire visual spectrum. Spectral sensitivity curves represent the             
sensitivity of the film throughout the different wavelengths. In colour, the distribution of             
these curves depend on the primaries and their bandwidth and the balance between             
these.  
 
Spectral dye density curves  for reversal and print films represent dyes normalized to 
form a visual neutral density of 1.0 for a specified illuminant.  
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8.3. Display standards and recommendations 

We live in a world driven by content displayed on screens, while it's a complex subject                
matter of its own and we will not be diving into details, it is crucial to have a general                   
understanding of the standards and recommendations that are involved.  

These standards and recommendations are, as their names imply, a series of established             
specifications that are recommended for appropriate viewing of a digital image. These            
specifications include points such as resolution, frame rate, aspect ratio, signal format and             
quantization level assignment among others. But for the purposes of this project, we will              
solely focus on the specifications that involve the system’s colorimetry specifications. 

The reference electro-optical transfer function (EOTF) is essentially a power function,           
derived from the historical CRT display characterístics, applied to map the input video             
signal with the display’s luminance values. It is closely associated with gamma (γ), which              
refers to the value of the exponent of the power function, and in some standards it is                 
simply defined by the value of this exponent. It can be also referred to as colour                
component transfer function. 

Colour Gamut is the complete subset of colours that a display is able to reproduce. It is                 
determined by the boundary defined by the three primary chromaticities. We can see the              
different colour gamuts of some of the most influential display standards in Figure 8.3.1,              
which we will briefly describe next. 

 

Figure 8.3.1  Display colour gamuts of DCI-P3, Rec.709 and Rec.2020. 
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Recommendation ITU-R BT.709 [35] 

Commonly referred to as Rec.709, is a standard that defines various specifications for             
HDTV. Item 1.3 and 1.4 defines the primary chromaticity coordinates and the reference             
white point D65 as seen in table 8.3.1. It shares the same primaries as the sRGB colour                 
space. The opto-electronic conversion function (OECF) defined in this recommendation,          
and most of ITU-R’s, is associated to the recommended OECF for camera encoding, and              
it must not be confused with the electro-optical transfer function (EOTF) that is associated              
to this standard, which is defined in recommendation ITU-R BT.1886 with an exponent             
value of γ=2.4.  

 

Table 8.3.1 Items 1.3 and 1.4 of Recommendation ITU-R BT.709-6. [35] 

DCI-P3 [36] 

The Society of Motion Picture and Television engineers defined one of the most common              
RGB standards for digital cinema displayed in theatres. In fact, formally it is a color space                
defined by its three primary chromaticities and white point (can be DCI for theater or D65                
for display) which is associated to a EOTF with gamma γ=2.6 and a white absolute               
luminance of 48 . The primary chromaticity coordinates and the reference white point  cd/m2           
can be seen in Table 8.3.2. It’s color gamut is 25% wider than rec.709. 

 x y 
Red 0.680 0.320 
Green 0.265 0.690 
Blue 0.150 0.060 
White Point (DCI) 0.314 0.351 

White Point (D65) 0.3127 0.3290 
 

Table 8.3.2 P3-DCI and P3-D65 primary and white point chromaticities. 
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Recommendation ITU-R BT.1886 [37] 

This recommendation suggests the EOTF to be used in HDTV. It is based on the               
characteristics of the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) displays and it is referenced in             
recommendations such as Rec.709 and Rec.2020 (SDR). Below, in figure 8.3.2, we can             
see the Annex 1 of the recommendation document, which defines the EOTF. In figure              
8.3.3 we can observe the graphical representation of the EOTF. 

 

Figure 8.3.2 Annex 1 of Recommendation ITU-R BT.1886 

 
Figure 8.3.3 BT.1886 EOTF. [4] 
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Wide Gamut and High Dynamic Range 

With the advances in modern display technology during the last decade, there has been a               
great effort made in designing wide gamut and high dynamic range displays. With these              
new technologies, some new standards defining colorimetry specifications have been          
devised.  

Recommendation ITU-R BT.2020 [38] Commonly referred to as Rec.2020 or BT.2020, is            
a standard that defines various specifications for UHDTV. Table 8.3.3 shows the definition             
of the primary chromaticity coordinates -of a much wider gamut than previous ones as              
seen in Figure 8.3.1- and the reference white point D65. Within standard dynamic range              
(SDR) this recommendation is paired with the EOTF defined in BT.1886, but it is common               
to see the use of the Rec.2020 colour space paired with HDR transfer functions such HLG                
or ST 2048. 

 

Table 8.3.3 Items 1.3 and 1.4 of Recommendation ITU-R BT.2020. [38] 

Recommendation ITU-R BT.2100 defines, among other specifications, two high dynamic          
range (HDR) transfer functions: SMPTE’s ST 2084 Perceptual Quantizer (PQ) and (HLG).            
Hybrid Log-Gamma 

Most HDR formats, such as the famous Dolby Vision, use a combination of Rec.2020’s              
primaries with SMPTE’s ST 2084 PQ transfer function, and define a series of parameters              
such as bit-depth, maximum brightness and resolution among many others. As this is not              
the main objective of our project we will not dive in any further on this subject, but I highly                   
recommend Nick Shaw’s chapter 4.1: “Common RGB Color Spaces” from his “Cinematic            
Color 2” [4] paper where you can find more information on both ST 2084 and HLG EOTFs.  
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